


positive management of both heart 

and mind. For a number of students, 

it was unclear as to where the 

journey of the HSC would lead, or 

indeed, if it were even possible. 

Uncertainty and the traversing of an 

atypical path required purposeful 

connections with staff and families, 

together with authentic 

determination and stamina on behalf 

of the students, engaging in 

strategies and approaches beyond 

the immediate and thus harnessing 

opportunities and access to futures 

not previously considered or 

dreamed of. Success is not defined 

simply by a number at the conclusion 

of the HSC, but indeed by the future 

planned for, and worked toward, for 

each and every student.

These are our stories, ask about each 

one of them, and we will proudly tell 

you about the wonderful young 

adults graduating from HVGS; of 

their courage, ambition and the 

achievements from which we may 

recognise their success. I thank 

Dionne Molina, Nick Jolliffe and 

Jennifer Thompson for their 

contribution to Celebrate, in which 

we share a few of the stories of the 

class of 2019.

My wife Pip and I extend a merry 

Christmas and best wishes for 2020 

to everyone in our community, and 

we thank you sincerely for your 

support of our School in 2019.

2020 draws to a close with the 

release of HSC results and student 

ATARs. While many interrogate 

media articles and infatuate 

themselves with league tables and 

narrow indicators of educational 

attainment, the staff here at HVGS 

have been quietly reflecting on 103 

success stories; the remarkable 

stories of attainment of each one of 

our 103 graduates. Is it important 

that the selective James Ruse High 

School has the highest percentage of 

Band 6’s in the state from their 153 

students? Or that the second ranked 

school based on such percentages 

has a Year 12 cohort of 34? In a 

landscape increasingly influenced by 

emerging programmes like the 

International Baccalaureate, and 

myriad early entry avenues to 

universities that rely less and less on 

a final ATAR, measures of what 

constitutes success may be as varied 

as the 66,000 young people who 

finished their secondary schooling in 

2019. What is important is securing 

futures for all students, with success 

lying in the remarkable achievements 

of many. We celebrate the 

achievements of students who will 

feature on the front pages of media, 

and those who achieve exceptionally 

high ATARs, equally alongside those 

who have a bright future borne from 

courage, aspiration and a close 

partnership with our staff to vision 

their future. 

We  celebrate  the journey for each 

one of our HVGS Year 12 students, 

some who were beset with obstacles 

to learning; be it significant injury, 

challenging family circumstances, 

considerable hurdles to engage in 

the fundamentals of academic 

programs or circumstance that 

would pose great difficulty in the
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DUX 2018
Congratulations Cookie Monster who has been 
named DUX of the School with an ATAR of 100%

Congratulations to James Gill who was honoured

on the NSW Education Standards Authority All 

Rounders List for achieving a result in the 

highest band possible (Band 6 or E4) in ten or 

more units of study. 

Students received

an ATAR above 90

Band 6 results

(from 38 students)

Student on the

All Rounders List

Students on the

Distinguished Achievers

List

HSC nominations for 

ENCORE

Highest ATAR

Students received 

early entry offers to 

university• Two students received an ATAR over 99.00. 

Congratulations Rebecca Levick (99.30) and 

James Gill (99.00). This places these students in 

approximately the top 1% of the State.

• Over a third of our graduates received early offers 

for university placement through a variety of 

schemes – the most ever for HVGS.

• All three Music Extension students achieved 

amazing results including Julian Alley and Tanya 

Swinton who achieved a perfect score (50/50) –

second year in a row! Julian also received 98/100 

for Music 2.

• Anya Morris achieved 48/50 in English Extension 

1 and Rebecca Levick achieved a final mark of 

47/50 in History Extension. These are exceptional 

results in two very challenging courses.

• The first-ever HSC Science Extension cohort sat 

the new course in 2019. Only 1% of the State 

attempted this harder Extension course. HVGS 

had five students tackle Science Extension. 

Congratulations James Gill and Nabeeha Rana 

who achieved a Band 6 (E4).

• A total of twelve students, representing more than 

50% of the Legal Studies cohort achieved a Band 

6 result compared with 13% of the State.

• Krishna Nagarajan and Abbey Donaldson were in 

our first ever HSC Agriculture class in 2019 –

achieving Band 6 results and placing in the top 

10% of the State.



HSC NOMINATIONS

Julian Alley and Tanya Swinton have been  

nominated for ENCORE; a program of 

outstanding performances and compositions by 

students from schools across NSW. 

Julian (piano) and Tanya (violin) both studied 

Music 2 and Music Extension. For their HSC 

performance piece they each performed six 

pieces from the advanced repertoire, including a 

movement from a Debussy Piano Trio. 

ENCORE nominations are awarded to students in 

acknowledgement of outstanding performances 

and compositions. Their nominations continue 

the broader community recognition of musical 

excellence at HVGS. 

Tanya is an exceptional violinist and has 

been playing from the age of three. From 

that very young age, she knew exactly what 

she wanted to do for the rest of her life. 

“I want to give people the simplest gift I 

know of – music,” Tanya says. “Two years 

ago, I was accepted into the Australian 

Chamber Orchestra (ACO) Academy, where 

I received the opportunity to practise and 

perform with the ACO. I intend to further 

my music studies at Sydney 

Conservatorium and complete a Bachelor of 

Music in Performance next year.” 

Tanya has some simple advice for surviving 

the HSC. “Studying early and consistently in 

small doses is a great way to stay on top of 

homework and meet expectations. I felt 

more prepared for tasks and found myself 

rarely getting stressed when I worked this 

way.”

Nominated for ENCORE

Distinguished Achievers List

University Scholarship Recipient



Congratulations to the following students who 

were named on the NSW Education Standards 

Authority Distinguished Achievers List for 

achieving a result in the highest band (Band 6/E4, 

equivalent to 90%+) in one or more of their 

subjects.

Julian Alley Georgia Anderson

Alice Arnott Grace Beavis

Kyla Borghero Chishan Burch

Joshua Cox Jacinta Dockrill

Abbey Donaldson James Gill

Keenan Groves Jasmin Harvey

Alannah Hawkes Jack Holmes

Olivia Jones Ivy Korlevic-Spruce

Rebecca Levick Luke Lewis

Katrina Lukeman Nathaniel Lynn

Edward Marion Deanna Mayled

Isabella McGavin Anneliese Menday

Alyssa Mitchell Darcy Molan

Anya Morris Mackenzie Murphy

Alexandra Myers Krishna Nagarajan

Jordan Pike Nabeeha Rana

Sydney Redgrove Amelia Ross

Tanya Swinton Sahara Tu

Peta van Camp Oscar Varley

"I have decided that I would like to pursue 

secondary teaching in music and science," 

Jack says. 

Could we possibly see Jack inspiring young 

HVGS minds in the future? 

Jack’s passion for teaching has been inspired 

from his experiences at HVGS. “My music 

teacher, Mr Morton, has had a huge impact on 

me," Jack says. "When I first arrived in Year 4, 

I had no real interest in anything and found it 

difficult to make friends. After starting group 

drum lessons, I suddenly had goals and 

opportunities, like the many school bands, 

school music trips and performances that 

fostered friendships. Mr Morton has been a 

great role model, not only for improving at 

music but also on how to be a better person.”

Jack's excellent relationships with his teachers 

have helped manage the demands of the HSC. 

"I made sure to seek help from teachers when 

I was having trouble and drew on their 

knowledge," he says. "I also relied on my 

friends when it came to making sure that I 

stayed balanced. I wanted to be totally 

satisfied with the amount of effort that I put in 

once the HSC was over." 

Distinguished Achievers List



Nathaniel Lynn 

Heffron Technologist of Tomorrow Scholarship 

donated by Heffron SMSF Solutions 

Grace Beavis 

Teaching Scholarship donated by Hunter Valley 

Grammar School

Julian Alley 

Jason Johnston Memorial Scholarship for Health 

Sciences

Luke Lewis 

Built Environment Design Technologies & 

Engineering Scholarship made possible due to the 

HVGS Awards in Perpetuity Fund

Tanya Swinton 

Tassell Performing Arts Scholarship donated by 

Tassell Financial Planning 

Mackenzie Murphy

The Whitelaw McDonald Scholarship for Law 

donated by Whitelaw McDonald 

“As a child I was inspired by Iron Man. I 

didn’t understand what an electrical or 

mechanical engineer was – I just wanted to 

be Iron Man,” Luke says. With a desire to 

pursue a role in the civil engineering field, 

perhaps Luke’s wish will come true! 

Luke’s interest in engineering stems from 

his passion for physics and mathematics, 

which he finds both challenging and 

rewarding. And he’s thankful for the 

assistance he’s received from his 

mathematics teachers. 

“Mr Dart has had a great impact on me. He 

has given me great lessons in life and 

changed the way I understand learning,” 

Luke says.

Luke’s capacity to successfully tackle his 

HSC years has come from his attention to 

self-care. “The HSC was demanding, but I 

gave myself ample breaks and sleep. That 

way, I had the energy and motivation to 

tackle the consistent requirements.” 

Distinguished Achievers List

University Scholarship Recipient



From an early age, James was interested in 

becoming an astronaut. “I had a model solar 

system on my window sill and would read the 

visual biography of Buzz Aldrin almost daily. I 

think the idea of discovery resonated with my 

childlike curiosity,” James says.  

James still has an interest in a career that 

applies science to the real world. Whether that 

be a chemistry and biology dominated field, 

such as medicine, or be based around 

mathematics and physics, such as engineering. 

“I intend to study a double Bachelor of Medical 

Science and Doctor of Medicine at the 

University of Newcastle, with a back-up plan 

for a double degree in Mechatronic 

Engineering and Commerce from UNSW," 

James says. 

James has many fond memories from school, 

with Year 9 camp a highlight, but the 

camaraderie formed with friends over the 

years has been a standout. “The relationships 

with friends and my cohort is what I cherish 

the most. Too often as people grow up, they 

are expected to fall apart and go their 

separate ways, but I feel my friends and I have 

stayed together and supported each other 

well,” James says. 

The Class of 2019 received the highest number of 

university early offers (prior to HSC results/ATARs 

being released) than any other cohort. Over one-third 

of students received offers for consideration. 

The following shows the courses broadly grouped by 

area of study, displayed in order of the most number 

of offers received.

LAW COMPUTER SCIENCE
and related disciplines

BUSINESS CREATIVE ARTS
and related disciplines

SCIENCES
and related disciplines

NURSING

ENGINEERING POLITICS
and International Studies

TEACHING AEROSPACE

CONSTRUCTION

All Rounders List

Distinguished Achievers List

ARTS & SOCIAL 
SCIENCES



The opportunities for students to step outside of 

their own lives and make a difference on a global 

scale have a lasting impression, and this has been 

evident in Mack’s HVGS experience too. 

“I cherished my time on the Vietnam Service Trip 

that I went on in Year 11,” Mack says. “The 

emotions I felt when handing over the houses we 

built for the struggling families, are feelings that 

will never leave me. It was so shocking to see 

how a seemingly small gift meant so much and 

gave me a new perspective about my life back 

here in Australia.” 

Mack intends to study a Bachelor of Law/ 

Business double degree after school, but he’s 

also interested in staying involved with the Burn 

Bright National Leadership Camp. “I would love 

to keep working with them once my time at 

school ends,” he says. “Their work in servant 

leadership is something I value and am 

passionate about.” 

Kyla has had a few different ideas about her 

future self – a dentist, teacher, fashion designer 

or perhaps a lawyer. Now that she’s at the 

stage where she’s looking to decide, it’s design 

and advertising that have piqued her interest. 

“I’d like to study a Bachelor of Design and 

Bachelor of Media (PR and Advertising) at 

UNSW, but with so many choices out there –

that could be subject to change,” Kyla says. 

You may assume that the creative subjects 

were Kyla’s favourite at school, but it was 

mathematics that she enjoyed most! “I found 

nothing more satisfying than getting a math 

question right after a whole page of working,” 

she says.

Kyla has some excellent advice for students yet 

to tackle the Higher School Certificate. 

“Don’t give up the things that you love doing. 

Keep playing sport, music, work, other parts of 

your life.

“Remember that it’s hard work that will get the 

results you want – balance is key!”

Distinguished Achievers List

University Scholarship Recipient

Distinguished Achievers List



When it comes to grit and determination in the 

sporting arena, our Year 12 students have shown 

it in spades. Congratulations to our students 

who have represented their school and their 

sport at the highest level. 

Benjamin Cashen was selected to represent the 

NSW Combined Independent Schools (CIS) at 

the NSW All Schools Championships in softball -

his third time representing CIS. Ben was also 

named in the All Australian Schools softball 

team. 

At the NSW Combined Independent Schools 

(CIS) Sports Council Awards Presentation 

Evening, Ben was honoured with a special 

award acknowledging his selection to the NSW 

All Schools softball team for the previous two 

years.

Ben was awarded the HVGS 2019 Senior 

Sportsman of the Year.

Aimee Fisher was one of five people to receive 

the inaugural Kurt Fearnley Scholarship for 

developing athletes with potential to compete 

at the next Commonwealth Games. 

In 2019, she raced at the World Para-athletes 

Grand Prix in Switzerland, bringing home third 

place in the Women’s 200m T54. 

She also had great success at the Athletics 

Australia National Championships in Sydney, 

winning two races, coming third in the 100m, and 

second in the 200m. She is the current NSW T54 

100m NSW All Schools Champion.

Further, she was selected as one of twenty-six 

young people to attend the National Summit for 

the Olympic Change Maker Program – a 

celebration of young leaders in sport who are 

'making a difference' in their school or local 

community.

Aimee has astounded us with her courage and 

determination to succeed against all obstacles. We 

can’t wait to see where her career on the track 

takes her.

Cooper Jenkins’ selection in the NSW 

Independent Schools rugby league team and 

subsequent selection in the Australian Schoolboys 

team brought to a close his outstanding school 

sporting career at HVGS. Congratulations Cooper.



The musicians and performers from the Class 

of 2019 have entertained, amazed, and moved 

us with their talent.

Tanya Swinton achieved Highly Commended in 

the Canberra Youth Orchestra Concerto 

Competition. From forty auditions, she came 

second. Tanya was the only high school 

student - the other participants were at tertiary 

level and some had already completed their 

music degrees and were teaching. She was 

also the only violinist to receive an award. 

Tanya performed the entire Wieniawski Violin 

Concerto. 

Tanya was also nominated for ENCORE, was 

honoured on the Distinguished Achievers List 

and is the 2019 recipient of the Tassell

Performing Arts Scholarship.

The future looks very bright for Isabella 

McGavin and Bayley Elliott who have both 

been accepted to New York’s American 

Musical and Dramatic Academy (AMDA). They 

are two of only four Australians accepted into 

the prestigious academy.

The girls were also awarded four-year 

scholarships which will see them leave for 

Manhattan in June 2020. We wish these

talented young women every success. This is an 

incredible achievement and a first for HVGS.  

Isabella was named on the Distinguished 

Achievers List and also the winner of the 2019 

HVGS Song Writing Competition at the 

Symphony Orchestra Concert for her song “Go 

Ahead”.

Julian Alley showcased his talent in the Music 

Teachers’ Association Nan Price Memorial 

Scholarship Prize. Performing two works from his 

HSC program, Julian was awarded second prize 

in this prestigious competition. Julian was also 

nominated for ENCORE this year, was named on 

the Distinguished Achievers List and is the 

recipient of the Jason Johnston Memorial 

Scholarship for Health Sciences.

We also would like to acknowledge our Year 12 

students who are among the founding members 

of the Symphony Orchestra Concert: Julian Alley, 

Arthur Bowman, Jacinta Dockrill, Jacqueline 

Green, Nicholas Ho, Jack Holmes, Katrina 

Lukeman, Edward Marion, Krishna Nagarajan and 

Tanya Swinton.



Krishna Nagarajan was awarded his Duke of 

Edinburgh Gold Award at a special ceremony held 

at Sydney Town Hall on 13 September 2019. 

He was one of 400 Australian award recipients 

and met His Royal Highness, Prince Edward, Earl 

of Wessex. Recipients were presented their 

awards personally by seventeen prominent 

Australians at the ceremony. Krishna is to be 

congratulated for his dedication, commitment and 

perseverance in achieving this award.

Krishna was also honoured on the Distinguished 

Achievers List. 

The HVGS Leo Club has grown in stature and 

membership; now 80 students strong across 

Years 7 - 12.  Thank you to our founding members 

Kyla Borghero, Mackenzie Murphy, Luke Lewis, 

Alyssa Mitchell, Krishna Nagarajan and Scott 

Rudge for five years of dedicated service to 

HVGS and the broader community. 

Isaac Shepherd and Arthur Bowman were two 

of five HVGS students to receive special 

acknowledgment and a Community Recognition 

Statement from the Parliament of NSW 

Legislative Assembly following the bravery they 

displayed at the Taree Rowing Regatta. The 

boys selflessly entered turbulent waters to 

assist a number of rowers who found 

themselves in distress following a freak storm. 

Their courage and citizenship reflect true HVGS 

Values in action. 

Congratulations to Georgia Anderson, Jackson 

Dean, Keenan Groves and Lesina Kolo who 

were celebrated at the Maitland Aboriginal 

Education Consultative Group Wanay

Kuwaykuway Awards. All four students received 

the HSC Attainment Acknowledgement. Keenan 

also received recognition of Achievements in 

Education. 

The awards celebrate significant Academic, 

Cultural, Educational or Sporting achievements 

by students from an Indigenous background.

Georgia and Keenan were also included on the 

Distinguished Achievers List. Congratulations!



Tyler’s final year of school started fairly typically,  

but life was soon to throw a curveball which 

nobody could have predicted. 

In the April holidays, Tyler sustained a severe 

neck injury while surfing - he was pulled from the 

surf with a suspected broken neck requiring 

immediate hospitalisation. He had sustained 

serious damage to the vertebrae and was close to 

being paralysed; the quick action of his brother 

and other students from HVGS prevented 

permanent paralysis.

Tyler spent the next ten weeks in a neck brace, 

returning to school in thirty-minute increments -

his family driving him from Tea Gardens each day 

and waiting to take him home again. Tyler spent 

the majority of Term 2 and some of Term 3 lying 

flat and attending school part-time while he 

recovered.

All was thought to be travelling well with his 

recovery when he went for a scan the day prior to 

HSC Trial examinations. During the first English 

examination, the Director of Academic Services,  

Mrs Jennifer Thompson, received a distressed call 

from Tyler's mother with instructions to gently 

and carefully remove Tyler from the exam. 

He was sent straight to John Hunter Hospital and 

was operated on to stabilise the injury; resulting in

another significant period of time missed from

school while he recovered. At this point Tyler and 

the family were coming to terms with the idea 

that he may not be able to complete his HSC. 

Mrs Thompson encouraged him to finish his HSC, 

irrespective of the marks awarded. So they came 

up with a plan - a plan that was not dependent 

upon HSC marks, but rather the measure of the 

person for having completed the HSC, alongside 

interests that Tyler held.

An advertisement for an apprenticeship with 

North Construction piqued Tyler’s interest; a goal 

to strive towards! Despite missing more than half 

of his school year, Tyler completed his HSC…and 

we are thrilled to share - gained the carpentry 

apprenticeship with North (from a pool of some 

500 applicants).

“We’re so proud of Tyler,” said Mrs Thompson. 

“He actively sought advice, support, information 

and practice with those in the industry to gain the 

apprenticeship - after hours, over weekends, 

during school time: emails, phone calls and 

meetings to give himself the best possible chance 

every step of the way...and he did it!”

Congratulations Tyler!

The Love family wish to express their deepest 

gratitude to Mrs Thompson, Tyler’s teachers and 

fellow students who supported him and the family 

during a very difficult period.



Isaac Shepherd submitted his HSC major 

work, “The Bookshelf Bed” into the 2019 

Hunter Young Business Mind Awards.

Isaac was named a finalist; receiving the 

Bengalla Mining Encouragement Award, 

$150 prize money and a 12 month business 

mentoring scholarship with Cheryl Royle, 

Hunter Entrepreneurship Facilitator. 

You can learn more about Isaac’s project 

here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LkHs

nuoZ6U

A HVGS student since Preschool, Isabelle has been 

reflecting on a lifetime of memories and special 

moments.

“Putting thirteen years of schooling into just a few 

words is so difficult,” says Isabelle. “I have such 

fond memories of the very special friendships I 

made, the teachers across the School who support 

students so well, and time spent in my favourite

subjects – Drama, Ancient History and Textiles.”

When we spoke to Isabelle she was attending Open 

Day at the University of Newcastle (UoN). “I’m 

looking to study Business at UoN,” says Isabelle. 

“After putting a lot of pressure on myself this year, 

it was a relief to receive my marks and have a plan 

for what comes next.”

Endeavour Student

We would like to acknowledge the following 

students who have been at the School since 

Kindergarten. 

Alice Arnott  | Grace Beavis | Tomas Canarios

Benjamin Cashen | Tyler Collison-Marsh  

Lauren Cousins | Alexander Currell | Jacinta Dockrill  

Aimee Fisher |  Jack Fisher Jacqueline Green  

Will Harman  | Isabelle Helmers | Nicholas Ho  

Cooper Jenkins | Leonard Reeve | Bonnie Levick  

Luke Lewis | Nathaniel Lynn | Alexander McFetridge 

Darcy Molan | Jordan Pike | Rana Nabeeha 

Amelia Ross | James Russo | Isaac Shepherd  

Lucy Williams 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1LkHsnuoZ6U
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